KÖMMERLING
REFRAME
Windows made from 100% recycled PVC-U.
100% principled. 100% responsible.

A life cycle of more than 500 years.
Windows made from 100% recycled PVC-U,
high-quality technical properties, closed
material cycle.
High energy efficiency.
Complete conservation of natural resources
thanks to systematic recycling of raw
materials.

proCoverTec. The finest colours.
The best protection.
An unmistakeable selection of 26 colours.
ReFrame window profiles, finished with
proCoverTec surface technology, create a
luxurious matt appearance.
Colour on all sides! The individually
selected colour enhances
the window profile on all sides.

KÖMMERLING ReFrame.

OUR FIRST WINDOW
MADE FROM
100% RECYCLED PVC-U.
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OUR RECYCLING SERVICE

Responsible decisions are always guided by
the issue of sustainability.

With our own additional recycling programme,
we ensure that materials can be reused specifically
for our profiles.

KÖMMERLING ReFrame is our first window profile made from 100% recycled
PVC-U and finished with a colour proCoverTec surface. This ensures exceptional
UV resistance and IR reflection.

n

At the same time, the high-quality technical properties and high degree of energy
efficiency of the recycled materials are maintained. It is synonymous with a truly
closed material cycle and complete conservation of natural resources.

n

By choosing KÖMMERLING ReFrame windows, you are setting standards for the future.
Responsible and sustainable. A PVC-U window has a service life of over 50 years and
can be recycled at least ten times. The life cycle of PVC-U therefore extends to a
minimum of 500 years.

n

We supply PVC profiles made from highquality and controlled recycled material.
PVC recycled materials accrued
during window production and old PVC
windows are collected and returned to us.
We condition the PVC recycled materials
and old PVC windows and use them to
produce new window profiles.

proCoverTec gives ReFrame window
profiles both the best colours and
the best protection.

Windows made
from
100% recycled
PVC-U.

High-quality
technical
properties.

Closed
material cycle.

ReFrame windows are also visually compelling,
as they are finished to a high quality with the
proCoverTec surface technology. Attractive colours
or a neutral white significantly enhance the window,
both on the inside and outside. proCoverTec
technology also improves the technical properties
of the window, such as its UV resistance and IR
reflection.

Specifications subject to modification without prior notice. 2 34 130320 - 0421

We are making advances in tackling plastic pollution in the sea and advocate for sustainable solutions.
We were the first company in the window industry
to receive the "zero granulate waste" certification.

Verified Vinyl® is the first label for high-performance
and sustainable building products. It verifies, among
other things, the responsible acquisition of raw materials,
energy-optimised manufacture and a high proportion of
recycled PVC in newly produced products.

ReFrame.

Responsible building – don't settle
for less: Windows made from
100% recycled PVC-U.
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